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  a  t  u m a  d  u  g a r  a:  c  m  a r a t  v e s t u d  a c r  s s 
t h e e a r  m e d  e v a  f r  t  e r.  Robert Browning.. Califor-
nia: University of California Press, 1975, 232  s. 11. 50. 

This book is, to my knowledge, the first comparative study  English, of 
the institutions and way of Iife of the Byzantine empire and Bulgaria during the 
cl'ucial ninth and tenth centuries. 

The author tries to give a more or less complete picture of the political, so· 
cial, cultural, religious and economic relations between Byzantium and Bulgaria  
those centuries, and to see them through the eyes more of Bulgarian archaeologists 
rather than those of Byzantine historians and chroniclers. 

His treatment, therefore, is determined largely by the availability of  
dence. That is the reason also why many important topics are passed over  silence 
or  touched   52, 58, 68, 73, 74, 80, 83, 87, 94, 96, 113, 129, 132, 
135,140,163). 

The book is divided into  chapters.  an initial chapter, the origin of 
the Bulgarian state and the history of the Ba)]{an peninsula from the fourth cen· 
tury A.D. to the middle of the ninth are examined, with special attention to ethnic 
changes and changing settlement patterns. This chapter does not really offer more 
substantial information than Besevliev, Obolensky, Zlatarski, Angelov and Leshev. 

 the following chapter an account is given of the course of Byzantine-Bulgarian 
political relations  the ninth and tenth centuries.  the subsequent 'chapters the 
differences bet\veen the two societies are examined under a series of headings: land 
and agriculture, industry and trade, cities, political organization, religion, culture, 
and everyday Iife.  brief final chapter takes  again some of the wide questions 
raised  the jntroduction, Iike the Bulgarian taxation, trade, industry,  
the more profound social differences between Byzantium and Bulgaria, the day-to· 
day administration  Bulgaria, property law and rights, economic rigidity and 
garian nationality. 

Source references have not generally been given for most of the events re-
counted  the narrative portions of the book. 

However, more frequent reference is made both to the sources and second-
ary works  the corparative chapters, though here again  effort is made to quote 
all the evidence for everything that is said. 

The book includes a chronological table, a bibliography arranged thematic-
aily and with interesting annotations, trying to provide a guide to the formidable 
Iiterature  the subject rather than to Iist every book used or quoted.  index of 
names and subjects ends the book. 

Professor Browning's book is a fascinating but rather uncritical discussion 
of the subject. The  nature of his treatment is evident  first reading. 
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Either intentionally  unintentionally he does not use important recent biblio-
graphy, especially  the Byzantine politica! theory. 

Furthermore, to speak  a centralizedBulgarian state as ear!y as 680 (47) 
 764 (127) is not accurate. Besides, we !ack evidence  confirm the theory that 

the Proto-Bu!garian government (the Khan and his officers) approached depart-
ments  state. The administrative sub-divisions  the Bulgarian state before the 
ninth century cannot even be guessed at. The Proto-Bu!gars were originally a pas-
tora! peop!e  the steppes, and their society was tribal. SO, the attempt to present 
tl1em as hig'h!y organized and having a centralized government is rather unhistor-
ica! and a failure. The Bu!garians had nothing to correspond  the Byzantine fleet 
and technology. 

The tendency  the author,  the other hand,  underestimate the mission-
ary activity  the Byzantine Church becomes  subjective ('147, 169). The 
zantine mission  and christianization  Bu!garia did  aim at making Bulgaria 
«a Byzantine vassa! state))  «the agent  the Byzantine government».  stress 
this  much is  destort and bias the evidence. Likewise, the author exaggerates 
the sense  S!avonic   the Proto-Bu!garian state and gives  19th century 
overtones, Finally, his assertion that «the christianising  Russia and the drawing 

 that great country  the orbit      was 
!arge!y the work, either direct!y  through their   men from Bu!garia)), 
(198)  be corroborated by the evidence.  his fina! remark that «the 
growth  Bu!garian  with its  peculiar profiJe, he!ped to end the 

 myth  oecumenicity» (198), reflects rather patriotic  than 
objective scho!arship. 

CONSTANTINE  TSIRPANLIS 
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